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About This Game

This is not a drill! I repeat: This is not a drill! Suit up, strap in, and start blasting! Operation Zenodyne-R starts here!

Zenodyne R is a new 90s-style sh 5d3b920ae0
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English

Zenodyne R is one of the best indie shmups on Steam. The graphics are very well done and look exactly like they would have
appeared in late-80s/early-90s. It looks like it could have been a Taoplan game! The music is the same--sounding exactly like
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you remember those old Genesis games from your youth sounding. The gameplay is fast and furious, but not cheap: you can
usually dodge things that you see coming without having to memorize the entire game. The story actually works within the the
game without getting in the way if you want to ignore it. Each level is unique with it's own visual feel and special gameplay.
Unlike some other games in this genre, you will remember each level individually. The game's difficulty is hard, but fair. While
the difficulty feels uneven in some areas, the way difficulty is adjusted for normal difficulty is primarily through how often
extends are doled out, which allows less-experienced players to beat the game and not feel like they missed out on too much.
Veteran players will find a very challenging game that mixes both modern and classic shoot 'em up elements. Branching paths
provide some replay value and makes experimenting with different routes through the game feel less boring than other shmups..
Super dope ill frantic & twitchy Seperates itself from the pack by just being itself. An instant classic with a bumpin soundtrack
and artsyle that will will bring shmup snobs much happy. Those moments when you are not even sure how you made it past the
endless barrage of bullets, lazers, and enemies Delivers immense satisfaction with eye popping visuals Just place your eyeballs in
front of you cuz you will not need your eyelids, just forget about blinking.. I just had a quick blast on this and I liked it! The
graphics are a bit garish, but perhaps that's intentional for a 90s DOS vibe, dunno. Anyway, the gameplay is fast, frantic and
satisfying. If you like old-skool shoot 'em ups done bullet hell style, it's a good buy. Looking forward to seeing more shoot 'em
ups from this dev.. It's a simple, straightforward shmup that runs in a small window. The graphics are old school, but
unfortunately so is the interface. It's not a bad game, but I got bored within a few minutes.. I remember the war.
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